
Hari Kiran Kante 
Software Developer 
I see emerging technologies as tools to amplify our abilities and drive progress towards a more connected and inclusive
world. 

harikiran.kante@gmail.com 7981754157 

Hyderabad, India hari4742.github.io/ 

linkedin.com/in/hari-k-a18b66105 github.com/hari4742 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Software Developer (Intern) 
ZedBlock IT Services and IT Consulting 
03/2023 - Present,  Gurgaon, Inida 
Zedblock creates a streamlined process integrating modern-day
technology to aid our clients and fulfill their business goals. 

Enhanced data acquisition efficiency by 80% through
the development of sophisticated web scraping
scripts in Node.js, automating the collection process. 

Boosted user engagement by 30% by architecting
responsive UI solutions with React and Tailwind CSS,
ensuring seamless adaptability across various devices 

Optimized backend performance by 80% by
implementing Node.js and Express.js, enhancing
server-side logic. 

Increased website user engagement by 70% through
the integration of LLM chatbots featuring Retrieval
Augmentation Generation (RAG) capabilities. 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 
U-Sell (Product Selling Platform)
 (02/2022 - 03/2022)   

Improved user experience by 40% with a React JS frontend,
facilitating seamless interactions on a university-used
product selling platform. 

Streamlined backend operations by 60% using Express JS
and Node JS for REST API development, ensuring efficient
data handling and retrieval. 

Secured user data with JWT Tokens, enhancing
authentication measures and protecting sensitive
information. 

Enhanced user engagement via essential features like
rating, reviewing, searching, filtering, and bookmarking,
fostering an interactive marketplace experience. 

EDUCATION 

B.Tech in Computer Science and
Engineering 
Central University of Haryana 
08/2020 - Present,  Mahendragarh, Haryana, India 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 

Python C++ OOPs ReactJS 

Java Script Machine Learning DSA 

NodeJS Git/GitHub Linux SQL 

Docker 

ACHIEVEMENTS 
Core Member in Google Developers Student Club
CUH (08/2023 - Present) 
Google Developer Student Club @ CUH aims to educate people
with ANY level of programming experience who are tech savvy
and enthusiastic about technologies by providing a peer-to-peer
learning environment. 

Core Member in ByteCode Learners Community
 (02/2021 - 03/2023) 
ByteCodeLearners is a group of students working together with
patience and enthusiasm to create something new. We organize
coding sessions, competitions, group projects for juniors and help
them to explore the diverse world of technology. 

Achieved 5 Star in SQL and Python in Hacker Rank 

Solved 200+ problems on Leetcode 

LANGUAGES 
English 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Telugu 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

Hindi 
Professional Working
Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

CyberSecurity Football Programming 

Sci-fi Movies 

Achievements/Tasks 
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